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Set P
B.Sc. (Semester - VI) (New) (CBCS) Examination Oct/Nov-2019
Physics (Special Paper – XIII)
ELECTRODYNAMICS

Day & Date: Monday, 07-10-2019
Time: 08:00 AM To 10:30 AM

Max. Marks: 70

Instructions: 1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat and labeled diagrams wherever necessary.
4) Use of log table and calculator is allowed.
Q.1

Fill in the blanks by choosing correct alternatives given below.
1)
Electric field intensity 𝐸 in terms of scalar potential ϕ is ______.
a) 𝐸 = ∇ϕ
b) 𝐸 = ϕ
1
c)
d) 𝐸 = −∇ϕ
𝐸=
∇𝜙

14

2)

To find potential distribution due to spherical shell, the Laplacian should be
expressed in ______ coordinates.
a) rectangular
b) spherical
c) cylindrical
d) cartesian

3)

The line integral of electric force per unit charge over a closed path is ______.
a) emf
b) magnetic flux
c) electric flux
d) potential difference

4)

Self inductance and mutual inductance are measured in ______.
a) Henry
b) Farad
c) Ohm
d) Ampere

5)

Generation of motional emf is principle of ______.
a) battery
b) photovoltaic cell
c) generator
d) capacitor

6)

Biot Savart’s law gives ______.
a) magnetic field induction
c) electric field induction

b)
d)

Gravitational field induction
electric power

7)

The equation of continuity is in accordance with law of conservation of ______.
a) momentum
b) charge
c) mass
d) energy

8)

Mathematical formulation of empirical laws in electricity and magnetism are
known as ______.
a) Amperes equations
b) Maxwell’s equations
c) Faraday’s equations
d) Lorentz’s equations

9)

The amplitude of electromagnetic waves in conductors ______ decreases
with distance of propagation.
a) exponentially
b) linearly
c) parabolic
d) hyperbolically
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10)

The nature of electromagnetic waves is ______.
a) stationary
b) plane
c) longitudinal
d) transverse

11)

If there are free charges on the interface of two dielectrics, then normal
component of electric displacement vector at the interface is _______.
a) continuous
b) discontinuous
c) one
d) zero

12)

When the waves get reflected from the surface of denser medium there
occurs a phase change of ______.
a) 00
b) 900
c) 1800
d) 2700

13)

Static charge can ______.
a) radiate
c) vibrate

14)

Q.2

Q.3

Q.4

b)
d)

not radiate
nothing can be said

Total power radiated by electric dipole is proportional to ______.
a) frequency
b) square of frequency
c) cube of frequency
d) fourth power of frequency

A)

Answer the following questions.(Any Four)
1) Draw nature of trajectory of particle entering in crossed, uniform and
constant electric and magnetic fields.
2) State Faraday’s and Lenz’s law.
3) State Ampere’s law.
4) Draw graphical representation of plane electromagnetic waves.
5) Define Retarded time.

08

B)

Answer the following questions. (Any Two)
1) State Maxwell’s equations for time dependent electric and magnetic
fields in material medium.
2) State boundary conditions for electromagnetic field vectors at the
interface of two media.
3) Prove orthogonality of E, H and k vectors of EM waves.

06

A)

Answer the following questions. (Any two)
1) State Maxwell’s equations for time dependent electric and magnetic
fields in vacuum.
2) A uniform electric field of 8 ×104 v/m along X- axis and uniform
magnetic field of 0.06T along Y- axis are established. What must be
speed of electron that can be projected along Z-axis and passed
through crossed fields without getting deviated.
3) Write note on plane electromagnetic waves in dielectrics.

08

B)

Answer the following question. (Any One)
1) What is Mutual inductance and explain application of mutual
inductance to transformer?
2) Establish conservation of momentum for EM field.

06

A)

Answer the following questions. (Any Two)
1) State Coulomb’s Law. Derive Poisson’s and Laplace’s equations.
2) Obtain integral and differential forms of Faraday’s law.
3) Explain Maxwell’s correction to Ampere’s law. Why correction was
needed?

10
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B)

Q.5

Answer the following question. (Any One)
1) Write note on total internal reflection.
2) The amplitude of electric field in an monochromatic plane wave in free
space, incident normally on the plane surface of medium of refractive
index 2 is 10v/m. Calculate the amplitude of electric field inside the
medium.

Answer the following questions. (Any two)
a) Discuss the motion of charged particle in a constant, uniform magnetic field.
b) Explain physical significance (Integral form) of Maxwell’s Equations.
c) Derive an expression for radiation reaction force acting on the radiating
dipole.

04

14
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